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Old keyboard port not working

A new keyboard that doesn't work with a computer might be repaired by making sure it's installed properly and not conflicting with another computer component. Most modern keyboards are Plug and Play devices, so if no hardware failure occurs, there's probably just going to be a temporary communication error on your PC. Rebooting is usually not necessary to resolve a device problem, but often it can
clear up all kinds of potential problems and conflicts. If the keyboard does not respond when connected, try restarting Windows when the device is connected to the connection. Some keyboards work only by connecting them to your computer. If your device supports Plug and Play, Windows might automatically detect it and install the necessary drivers-- software that allows your computer to interface with
hardware -- to make it work. However, other keyboards have advanced features that require special software to use your computer. Wireless keyboards typically require special software even if they have only standard keyboard features. Keyboards that require special software to run will include the software on an optical disc with the device. If the computer you're trying to use on your keyboard doesn't
have an optical drive, you can usually download the drivers from the manufacturer's website. Previous keyboard software may be interfering with the installation of a new keyboard. After you install the new keyboard software, unplug the old keyboard, uninstall the old keyboard software, and go through Windows Device Manager to uninstall the old keyboard drivers. The keyboard may have a conflict with
the connection port it is using. If this is an older PS/2 port, try moving the device to the alternate PS/2 port. USB keyboards may have a conflict with another device connected to the computer. To try to break the conflict, remove all other USB devices from the computer and connect the keyboard to another USB port before rebooting. The problem may be with the USB port. To reduce potential failure points,
connect the keyboard directly to the computer's USB port rather than through a hub. Most computers have multiple USB ports, so you can try connecting the new keyboard to another port. If other devices don't work with a particular USB port and work on others, it signifies a problem with the port. Try checking the keyboard with another computer if you can. If the keyboard isn't working on either computer,
chances are the keyboard is damaged or broken. Bluetooth keyboards can behave slightly differently than wireless keyboards that connect via USB. If your computer has Bluetooth built in, you can run Windows Update to update or install the drivers. The keyboard may also require special software to run on the system. Microsoft recommends updating to the latest operating system service pack to resolve
Bluetooth conflicts. PS/2 keyboard and PS/2 mouse redirection here. For the keyboards Provided with IBM PS/2 PS computers, see Model M keyboard. PS/2 Color-coded PS/2 connection ports (keyboard purple and mouse green)Type a keyboard and computer mouse data connectorComputer Mouse Data Connector IBMDesigned Design 1987; 33 years ago (1987)DIN connector is overwrashed, DE-9
connector and Mini-DIN-9 InPortSupersed by GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS USBHot can be connected to NoExcable NoExcable 4 Wires plus ShieldPins 6Connector Mini-DIN-6Set up 5 V DCMax. Voltage 5.0±0.5 VMax. Serial data of 275 mADataAta letter data at 10.0-16.7 kHz with one start bits, 8 bit data (LSB first), 1 odd bits (odd), 1 stop bits, [1 ack bits (if host to device)]Bitrate 7-12 kbit/sMax. Devices
1 or 2[a]Protocol SerialPin out Female Front Connector Pin 1 +DATAPin 2 Offline[b]Pin 3 GND GroundPin 4 Vcc +5 V DC at 275 mAPin 5+CLK ClockPin 6 Offline[c] ^ Keyboard and mouse ports may be integrated into a single port that can be used to connect both using a split cable. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. The PS/2 port is a 6-pin mini-DIN connector used to connect keyboards and mice to a computer-compatible computer system. Its name comes from the IBM Personal System/2 PC series, which it was introduced with in 1987. The PS/2 mouse connector typically replaced the older RS-232 torry mouse connector, while the PS/2 keyboard connector
replaced the larger 5-pin/180° DIN connector used in the IBM PC/AT design. The PS/2 keyboard port is logically the same as the IBM AT keyboard port, different only in the type of electrical connector used. The PS/2 platform introduced a second port with the same design as the keyboard port to use for mouse connection; That's why the PS/2-style keyboard and mouse interfaces are electrically similar and
employ the same communication protocol. However, unlike another similar Apple Desktop Bus connector used by Apple, the keyboard and mouse port of the given system may not be replaceable because both devices use different command groups and device drivers are typically hard-coded to communicate with each device at the port address conventionally assigned to that device. (All this, keyboard
drivers are written to use the first port, mouse drivers are written to use the second port. [1]) Each port communication protocol implements a synchronous two-way serial channel. [2] The channel is slightly asymmetrical: it prefers transmission from the input device to the computer, which is the majority case. The IBM AT and PS/2 bi-directional keyboard interface is the development of the IBM PC one-way
keyboard interface, using the same signal lines but adding the ability to send data back to the keyboard from the computer; That explains the symmetry. [3] Interface includes two main signal lines, Data and Clock. That's them. Signals are driven by open collector drivers at each end. Typically, the transmission is from the device to the computer; The attached peripheral device then creates the clock cap. To
transmit a home, the device simply emits a serial frame of data (including 8 data bits and an even-numbered steve) in the data line sequentially when it changes the clock line once for each bit. The host controls the direction of communication using the timeline; When the host pulls it low, communication from the connected device is delayed. The host computer can interfere with the device by pulling a low
clock while the device is transmitting; The device can detect this by clock to stay low when the device releases it to reach high when the clock signal generated by the device passes. When the host pulls the clock low, the device must immediately stop transmitting and releasing the clock and data to float high. (So far, all this is the same as the one-way communication protocol of the IBM PC keyboard port,
although the serial frame formats are different.) The computer can use this simple interface mode to prevent the device from transmitting when the computer is not ready to receive it. (For the IBM PC keyboard port, it was the only standard use of signaling from the computer to the keyboard. [4] To send a bye of data back to the keyboard, the computer pulls the clock low, waits briefly and then replaces it
with a clock letter created by the computer, producing a frame of bits in the data line, one bit per clock pulse, just as the connected device would do to transmit in the other direction. The device resists the computer control through the clock line and receives the data byline. (A keyboard typically interprets this byte as a command or parameter as byte for an earlier command.) The computer releases the clock
line when it is done. The device will not attempt to transmit to the computer until both the clock and data are high for a minimum of time. [5] Transmission from device to preferred computer Because in normal inactivity mode, the device does not have to catch the channel before it can transmit - the device simply starts transmitting immediately. On the other hand, the computer must catch the channel by
pulling the clock line low and waiting for the device to have time to release the channel and prepare to receive it; Only then can the computer start transmitting data. Older laptop ports are available and current motherboards have one keyboard or mouse-enabled port. Sometimes the port also allows one of the devices to be connected Pins that aren't on the connector are usually available to allow them both
to be connected at once using a special splitter cable. [6] This configuration is common on IBM/Lenovo Thinkpad laptops among many others. The PS/2 keyboard interface is electrically the same as the 5-pin DIN connector on previous AT keyboards, and keyboards designed for each other with a simple wiring adapter. Such wiring adapters and adapter cables were previously available for sale. Note that
an IBM PC and PC XT keycloth uses a different one-way protocol with the same DIN connector as AT keyboards, so although a computer port or XT can be connected to a PS/2 port using a wiring adapter designed for the AT keyboard, the previous keyboard will not work with a PS/2 port. (At least, it cannot work with standard PS/2 keyboard driver software, including the system BIOS keyboard driver.) In
contrast, the PS/2 mouse interface differs significantly from RS-232 (which is typically used for mice on computers without PS/2 ports), but many mice have nevertheless been made that can operate on both a simple passive wiring adapter, where the mice will detect the adapter's presence based on wiring and will replace protocols accordingly. PS/2 mouse and keyboard connectors were also used on non-
IBM computer systems, such as the ALPHAStation DEC line, early IBM CHRP RS/6000 computers, and SGI Indy, Indigo 2, and newer computers (octan, etc.). [7] Mac clone computers based on the LPX-40 logic panel design will feature mouse and PS/2 keyboard ports, including Motorola Starmax and PowerBase Power Computing. [8] Legacy port mode and USB PS/2 are now considered a legacy port,
with USB ports now typically preferred to connect keyboards and mice. The character was not attributed to 2001 yum however, PS/2 ports continue to be included on many computer motherboards and are preferred by some users for a variety of reasons, including the following: PS/2 ports may be preferred for security reasons in an enterprise environment because they allow USB ports to be completely
disabled, preventing removable USB disks and malicious USB devices from connecting. [9] PS/2 interface does not provide a limit on key flipping, although USB panels have no such restriction unless they are enabled in BOOT mode, which is the exception. To release USB ports for other uses like removable USB devices. Some USB panels may not be able to operate the BIOS on some motherboards due
to driver problems or lack of support. The PS/2 interface has almost universal compatibility with bios. The suspend of USB mice send data faster than PS/2 mice because standard USB mice are surveyed at a default rate of 125 Hz while standard PS/2 mice send interrupts at a default rate of 100 Hz when they have data to send to the computer. However, PS2 mice and keyboards are preferred by many
gamers because they actually have zero being through the port. No questioning is required by the operating system. The device notifies the session when it is time to receive a data dose from it. [10] [11] Also, USB mice do not cause the USB controller to interfere with the system when they do not have a mode change to report according to the default HID USB specification profile for mice. [12] Both PS/2
and USB allow you to override the sampling rate, with PS/2 supporting a sampling rate of up to 200 Hz[2] and USB supporting a polling rate of up to 1 kHz[10] as long as the mouse is running at full-speed USB speeds or higher. USB key flipping limits The USB HID keyboard interface requires that it explicitly handle key flipping, with the full HID keyboard class supporting n-key making. However, the USB
boot keyboard class (designed to allow the BIOS to easily provide a keyboard in the absence of OS USB HID support) allows only 6 keys to roll. Some keyboard peripherals support only the last class, and some OSes may fail to switch to using the full HID keyboard class with a device after initialization. [13] Conversion between PS/2 and USB Many keyboards and mice are specifically designed to support
both USB interfaces and PS/2 interfaces and protocols, so they choose the right type of connection in the session. Such devices are typically equipped with a USB connector and are ruled out with a passive wiring adapter to allow connection to a PS/2 port. Such passive adapters are not repaired and may therefore be specific to the device they came with. They cannot be used to accommodate other PS/2
ports devices. [Edit] External links While USB and PS/2-enabled Kombi devices are still available, most USB keyboards and mice in the 2010s no longer come with adapters or even support the PS/2 protocol. [Edit] External links connecting them to a PS/2 port will require a protocol converter, an active translation between the protocols. Such adapters only support certain classes of USB devices such as
keyboards and mice, but are not model-specific or satisfying. Only older PS/2 peripherals can be connected to a USB port using an active converter, which typically provides a pair of PS/2 ports (which may be set to one keyboard and one mouse, although both ports may support both protocols) for the price of one USB port on the host computer. [14] Original color PS/2 connectors were black or the same
color as the connector cable (mostly white). Later, PC 97 introduced a color code: the keyboard port, and the plugs on matching keyboards, were purple; The mouse ports and plugs were green. (Some vendors initially used a different color code; Logitech used orange paint for the keyboard connector for a short period, but soon switched to purple.) Today this code is still used on most computers. The
connector pins are the same, but most computers will not recognize devices that are connected to the wrong port. Description Color Purple Keyboard Green Mouse Hardware Problems This section: Hardware issues need more references for authentication. Please help improve this article Add citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. Find Sources: PS/2 Port
– News · Newspapers · Books · Scholar · JSTOR (March 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This section is missing information about i8042 issues as described in Glasgow. Please expand the section to include this information. More details may exist on the conversation page. (December 2020) PS/2 ports are designed to connect the MC's digital I/O lines on the external device
directly to the MC digital lines on the motherboard. They're not meant to be for a hot swap. Hot replacement PS/2 devices generally do not cause harm because more modern microcontours tend to have stronger I/O lines built into them which are harder to damage than those of older controllers; However, a hot swap can still damage older machines, or machines with less powerful output applications. If they
are hotly replaced, the devices must be similar enough for the driver running on the host system to detect and be replaced to use with the new device. Otherwise, the new device will not work correctly. Although this problem is rarely a problem with standard keyboard devices, the host system rarely detects the new device connected to the PS/2 mouse port. In practice, most keyboards can be replaced, but
this should be avoided. PS/2-USB durability lake-powered PS/2 adapter connectors are not designed to be plugged in and out very often, which can lead to bent or broken cocks. Additionally, PS/2 connectors add only one direction and must be rotated correctly before attempting a connection. (If a user tries to insert the connector in the wrong direction and then tries to rotate it in the correct direction
without first ejecting it, bent pins may result.) Most but not all connectors have an arrow or flat segment that is usually aligned to the right or top of the socket before plugging it into an outlet. Exact orientation may vary on older or non-ATX computers and should be used with caution to avoid damaged or bent masks when connecting devices. This problem is somewhat mitigated in modern times with the
advent of a PS/2-to-USB adapter: users can simply leave a PS/2 connector connected to a PS/2 adapter to a USB at any time and not risk damaging the pins in this way. The USB-to-PS/2 adapter does not have this issue. Standard application fault isolation Two PS/2 ports are typically controlled by a single microcont controller on the motherboard. This makes design and manufacturing very simple and
inexpensive. However, the rare side effects of this design is that an inadequate device can cause the controller to become confused, resulting in both devices running erratically. (A well-designed and programmed controller won't behave like this.) The resulting problems can be difficult to resolve (for example, a damaged mouse can cause problems that appear to be corrupted on the keyboard and On the
contrary). See also BIOS Interrupt Call Connector DIN on IBM PC Keyboards Mouse Connections Eos in MICE DE-9 USB Connector References ^ There is virtually no technical reason that any port cannot work with any of the device types, if the appropriate software was written to support this arrangement. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, Hershey awarded him the Nobel Peace Prize. ^IBM
Personal Computer Technical, IBM Personal Reference ^ IBM Personal Technical Reference ^ PS / 2 Keyboard (IBM Thinkpad) Y Adapter. Pin. ^^^^ on November 7, 2006, in 2006 there was a common input device in 2006. Hardware. G-Ystaff. On June 26, 2007, he edited June 26, 2007. ^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. On April 4, 2011, at 7:00
P.M. on April 4, 2011, after receiving the title of World Champion, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Extreme Tech. ^^^^ in 2006, after -Acceleration-Fix-and-Polling-Rate/, pfs/aulas/lcom2012/labs/lab5/lab5.html hid 1.11 device program took place. On August 11, 2014, he edited the original PDF on August 11, 2014. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize. Nerd hack. On December 25, 2010, he edited December 25, 2010. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. On September 5, 2003, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu held a company in 2003. Mouse/keyboard protocol PS/2. On November 16, 2016, he edited November 16, 2016. ^^ links to Commons have media related to the PS/2 connector. Visit
auxiliary device and keyboard (PDF). Hardware Interface Hardware Hardware Hardware Hardware Hardware -Common Technical-. Ibm. October 1990. ^^ Finches/2 keyboard and mouse mini-DIN 6 finch connector, Burton sys. In-depth information of PS/2, computer engineering, archived from the source on September 1, 2006, was returned on September 11, 2006. Technical information about the AT
keyboard, Beyond logic, archived from the source on August 30, 2018, retrieved March 25, 2012. In 2018, after the company acquired the title 2 WikiProject Computing / Hardware (rated C-class, Low-importance) vteThreamer is within range of WikiProject computing, a joint effort to improve the coverage of computers, computing and information technology on Wikipedia. If you want to participate, visit the
project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of open tasks. ComputingWikipedia:WikiProject ComputingTemplate:WikiProject ComputingComputing Articles C This article was rated C-Class on the project quality scale. This article was rated as low on the project's importance scale. This article is supported by the Computer Hardware Task Force as a medium importance). Yes, that's really
true - at least on older motherboards, disconnecting a PS/2 device while on will occasionally at least half permanently break the motherboard, such as blowing a special fuse. -69.87.204.161 01:03, 19 March 2007 (UTC) Really? I've done it dozens of times and there's never been a single computer fail because of it. I got both plugged mice in the keyboard plug, and the other way, and I'd swear they worked,
but I'm not sure about that. — isilanes (talk|regrets) 09:45, 12 March 2008 (UTC) As stated, it was mainly in older systems. I had a friend who co-run the school ~ 1996 where he did it with the IBM system (which was probably a few years older than that) and burned the motherboard. On the other hand, the PS/2 connector on my 2002 EPoX EP-4B2A2 eventually developed a bad connection after a few
years and the keyboard would cut in and out, so eventually I had to disconnect and reconnect the keyboard countless times while the system was on, without damaging it. If I was in Windows, what would normally happen is that typing lessons would get reset and I had to change them back, otherwise nothing bad happened. Synetech (speak) 19:03, 20 June 2011 (UTC) Spelling I corrected some spelling
errors. jpoke89 (speak) 11:49 AM, November 22, 2007 (UTC) Mouse on the keyboard port and vice versa treatment should be taken to avoid connecting a mouse port keyboard or vice versa. [Editing] external links is nonsense. They're signaling the same thing. On all modern motherboards both ports even switch to the same chip. The data format is different, but you won't damage it or break anything by
connecting the wrong thing to the wrong port. — Before an unsigned comment added by 72.29.167.236 (Call) 19:22, 20 September 2008 (UTC) Interesting first reference in this topic appears to be a comment, rather than a reference... PrimalBlueWolf (talk) 10:59 AM, March 25, 2020 (UTC) Pre-PC/AT Connector? What was the connector used on the original IBM computer? Family Guy (speak) 04:34, 19
November 2008 (UTC) IBM XT used a DIN connector - which used a different set of scan codes. See this if you want certain technical details. Megapixie (talk) 04:43, 19 November 2008 (UTC) Computer keyboards use the same 5-pin DIN connector as AT keyboards and the pinout is also the same (though not all ATs supported a more reset letter). However, the data that follows the interface differs, and
computer keyboards use 9 bit frames, while AT keyboards use 11 bits. Also, computer keyboards send scan codes in what later became known as scan code set 1 (the only set supported by these keyboards), while AT keyboards use scan code set 2 by default (and the MF keyboard introduced another group 3). For compatibility purposes, the keyboard controller on the main keyboard translates these scan
interface codes into codes according to setting 1 for IRQ 1 (INT 9). There are very few exceptions (including some obscure IBM machines) where The keyboard controller is not translated by the keyboard controller (transition mode). In these cases, AT keyboards will have to be forced to set scan code 1 or the keyboard driver's INT 9 interrupt handler will need to translate the codes themselves. The scan
code set to 3 was supposed to be used by PS/2 machines, but it is rarely used. While all MF keyboards supported all three scanning code sets in the early 1990s, Later low quality keyboards were optimized only to support scan code set up 2.---Mathiaspol (talk) 01:26, 23 January 2012 (UTC) PS/2-mice and keyboards connected to USB ports (and vice versa) article should contain a section where the
compatibility of PS/2-to-USB and vice versa is discuessed. Simple adapters are available for both PS/2-hardware connection to USB sockets and USB hardware to PS/2 sockets. -- Alexei Topol (Call) 16:31, 27 March 2010 (UTC) Yes, section on appropriate adapters. I bought a cheap adapter to connect a Logitech M-S48 PS/2 mouse and Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2 to USB outlets. No mouse worked with
the adapter. After the Logitech mouse was attached through the adapter for about 10 minutes, the Y-axis photodrestor overheated enough to melt the window and melt three plugs of the encoded wheel. The MS mouse survived a shorter connection time. Only a reputable adapter must be used. An untitled cheap adapter can destroy a mouse. Most likely, it could even cause a fire. Best regards,
PeterEasthope (speak) 21:10, 26 April 2013 (UTC) In case anyone is interested, this is the link to a corrupted adapter. I hope it's removed from the market soon. welcome, but... PeterEasthope (speak) 02:40, 27 April 2013 (UTC) This kind of thing really isn't the job of WP. We are not a product review site or consulting. And everything written in WP must be verified by reference to reliable sources, regardless
of editors' personal knowledge. If you can find an RS that says something like how many PS/2 USB adapters hit mice connected to them, it can be included with the citation of RS. If you can find a review site that approves one adapter or disapproves of another adapter, a link to this may find a place in the External Links section. But I'm afraid your report on the faulty correlation is, by WP standards, pure
original research and therefore unacceptable to inclusion. Jeh (speak) 04:49, 27 April 2013 (UTC) ... Will there also be that cell 1255 really? I hadn't bought a retail computer for years but almost not Mobo's for self-build there were PS/2 ports when I was self-building in '08. Does anyone else think it's a little outdated, because now almost all KB and mouse are USB as well as PS/2 being largely dropped
from a new computer? — Before an unsigned response added by 77.197.60.204 (Call) 12:38, 25 August 2010 (UTC) No, not really. I just looked through like a 10-15 high quality jack in 1366 motherboards rather than one Missing PS/2 port. It seems to be the same story with cheaper motherboards too. Computer retailing is another matter though may leave them out for lack of space on I/O Panel. So
almost all desktop computers is definitely an exaggeration but PS/2 (at least for keyboards) is alive and kicking and as it now seems partly aimed at enthusiastic users who are aware of the benefits of PS/2 that exist on the USB and who also don't want to give up old PS/2 keyboards they have owned for a long time, and are still kept for compatibility reasons as well. There is the problem of USB keyboards
sometimes not being inoculated at startup which in these cases makes PS/2 absolutely necessary. 83.226.206.82 (Call) 00:16, 5 October 2010 (UTC) It is, and who wants to waste a completely changeable USB port when there is a PS/2 port available? USB ports are in high demand on my system, and I'm sure a lot of people agree. 207.144.204.209 (Call) 22:27, 7 January 2011 (UTC) newegg PS/2 total
statistics PS/2 #WITHOUT %with AMD 148 3 98 95 Intel 317 23 93 I went through all AMD and Intel mobo registration in newegg.com before removing the (unsent) blurb on PS/2 ports often excluded (results from left). I didn't bother with the integrated motherboard/CPU/VGA categories and server motherboards, but 100% of the best sellers have PS/2 ports. As for retail computers, I bought an Acer
Compact Tower from BestBuy last year that has seven USB ports and individual PS/2 ports for keyboard and mouse (as well as many other ports). $ Raisio (speak) 11:29 p.m., January 7, 2011 (UTC) I've undid the change partly because it removes a lot of other useful information, and partly because it**s legacy: PC 2001 (and probably even PC99) means legacy devices such as PS/2-compatible mouse
devices and legacy devices such as PS/2-compliant keyboard devices and refers the reader to legacy Plug and Play guidelines. ⇌ Elektron 00:23, January 31, 2011 (UTC) Another study: PC 98 and 99 prefer USB to PS/2; Only PC 2001 and legacy PnP guidelines (dated before PC98) are called legacy PS/2. I'm not aware of the main benefits of PS/2 on USB other than price, and that PS/2 threading is (by
default) powering a device, so you might get lower power consumption and behaving (but the maximum PS/2 mouse rate sample rate is probably 200 Hz, so it only really helps click button and keypresses). The USB-keyboard issue in the BIOS is not an issue if PS/2 motherboards-less implement USB support works; I've only noticed problems with panels with PS/2 ports (for example, DG33BU doesn't
support keyboards connected through hubs, and many panels have integrated hubs; GA-D525TUD fails to reset the BOOT USB (re), but there may be a BIOS fix; Some panels allow you to disable USB keyboard support that may occur in CMOS reset). Of course, anecdote, a friend bought a computer and later noticed that he didn't specify any PS/2 ports, so he bought a converter (the computer with PS/2
ports). ⇌Elektron 01:06, January 31, 2011 (UTC) 1: The survey described above is several years old, and another is an original study. 2: Motherboards sold by places like Newegg are one thing. Motherboards installed on pre-installed computers from Dell, HP, etc., are different. You cannot make any judgment as most motherboards have PS/2 ports without considering them. A quick look at the machines
shown at Fry's last week told me that most of the mass-market computers they offer didn't have PS/2 ports. The same goes for laptops: very few laptops have more PS/2 ports. My belief is that Newegg is mostly familiar to enthusiasts and gamers who need (or think they need) PS/2 ports to support the beloved old Northgate keyboard or M model (or the advantage of having games)... But this is of course
WP:OR. 3: Regarding the tag cn: WP:V means that even if you are sure something is true, it must be verified before you can add it. When someone writes the question is how to quote it, it's no reason to remove the cn tag, that's a reason to keep it in place. 3A: The link that was there in the past, a broken link to a product description for one motherboard model, certainly wasn't enough to back up the claim.
3B: WP:V also says to attribute all quotes and any material challenged or likely to be challenged to a reliable source, published using an embedded quote. Well, I'm challenging this stuff, so there is a need for a quote. 3C: And finally, WP:V says any material that lacks a reliable source directly supports it can be removed. There has not been and is not yet WP:RS for this claim. So every editor will be within
his rights to remove the claim immediately. A CN tag is a perfectly reasonable interim step. If someone wants this claim to remain on the page they need to step up WP:PROVEIT. Jeh (speak) 07:52, 21 January 2013 (UTC) Do you prefer information that is inaccurate by omission, I presume? I don't care. You think it violates WP:VERIFY? The omission does as well, because I can (and have) confirmed that
the text without the information is inaccurate; And if that wasn't enough I can always show you WP:IGNORE or WP:CONSENSUS (no, you're against me [and all the other editors] don't mean you have a consensus, in case you were wondering; actually it makes a consensus against your position). A simple matter of formulation. If you want to change the wording from motherboards to personal sale
motherboards or something, please. The burden of proof is, however, on you as well as on me; Only my ending has already been proven. See 1.I didn't add it, and I took no action against removing it. See 1.See 1. - Raisio (Call) 17:45, 21 January 2013 (UTC) 1: In fact, yes, omission is preferable to an unfounded and challenging claim. It's W.P. policy. The standard for inclusion is validation, not truth. If it
can't be verified then it doesn't belong here, no matter how strong you know it's true or how You think it's for an article. Besides... You could be wrong. 1A: Your claim that omission violates WP:V, just because of your WP:OR, is absurd. WP:V says that all material here must be verified. That in no way means that anything that can be verified must be included. Material verified only by WP:OR? That's the
absurd part 2: I don't make such a change because there's no support for that claim either. Your WP:OR, a survey of one vendor's proposals for a particular segment of the market, is insufficient and is WP:OR besides. 3: The consensus on WP is about deciding between possible alternative content, not whether to follow WP:V. Consensus cannot circumvent WP:V or any other core policies. Also,
WP:IGNORE. 4: Why are you so strenuously opposed to the CN switch? Jeh (speak) 07:25, 23 January 2013 (UTC) Almost, consensus is a general agreement, and it can be any matter. There is no Trump order between the policies I am aware of, though it can be safely said that WP:IGNORE can trump any other policy (unless the consensus is against it, of course, because it plays numbers). Because as
he has already explained (and clearly for the most part), this issue is indisputable. If the badge didn't mean for some Yahoo to come later and remove the claim thinking it was complete nonsense, I wouldn't care; But since this happens, and without it the article is inaccurate, do I.- Raisio (speaking) 7:20 PM, January 28, 2013 (UTC) unchallenged? I'm sorry, but WP does not recognize yours or any editor as
having the power to declare an interest in controversy when indisputable. I disagree, based on extensive experience with computers sold as full computers. I'm talking specifically about the models installed on the company's tens of millions of desktop computers in the U.S. alone. PS/2 ports are like chicken teeth in this environment, and these machines are sold much more than boards if sold as high-
quality components or computers sold to gamers. Reconnection, it's definitely not a numbers game. WP:CONSENSUS is not based on voting, but on logical arguments: consensus is determined by the quality of arguments given on the different sides of the issue, as seen through the lens of Wikipedia policy. See also WP:NOTDEMOCRACY: Wikipedia is not an experiment in democracy or any other
political system. The main (though not exclusive) means of decision-making and resolution is editing and discussion that leads to consensus - not voting. And as for consensus versus policy, see again WP:CONSENSUS: Consensus among a limited group of editors, instead of one time, cannot override community consensus on a broader scale. For example, unless they can convince the wider community
that such action is true, WikiProject participants cannot decide that certain acceptable policies or guidelines do not apply to articles within it. In short: no one presented RS for your lawsuit, so it doesn't matter how many people agree with you. So far your argument Of the two-year survey of specialty products from one online supplier, followed by numerous cases of argument by vigorous claim. WP:RS
requires more than that. Jeh (talk) 03:58, 29 January 2013 (UTC) I'm sorry but... Quote myself (because you don't get it): 'A simple matter of formulation. If you want to change the wording from motherboards to personal sale motherboards or something, please. Consensus R... It certainly plays numbers, because it takes a certain number of people in favor of one thing than a certain number of people in
favor of another to produce consensus... But it's irrelevant to the debate, I just suggested it as the only policy I knew that could trump WP:IGNORE, like no amount of disregard to get around most people against you (something you could try to understand, Jeh, because [again] there's a majority against you on PS/2 that's on the motherboards matter). See also... We've been spliting hairs on a winning policy
game, so it doesn't require a specific response. And about... See before. In short, no, no, no. One minute you're saying the consensus is important, the next you're saying it's not. :p s a good show. Again, I will take a two-year comprehensive survey of one online provider about your complete lack of anything at all, and so will any other reasonable person. - Raisio (Call) 00:39, 30 January 2013 (UTC) As I
said before: I do not change it to motherboards for personal sale because this claim also has no source. This change with a CN tag will, however, seem appropriate. Of course, so is just adding a CN tag to the existing text. The consensus on Wikipedia is certainly not a numbers game and not a matter of voting or majority rule. This appears to be a major misunderstanding on your part. From
WP:CONSENSUS: The quality of the argument is more important than whether it represents a minority or a majority view. This is, of course, a policy page. This principle appears in many other guidelines, such as WP:PNSD: Most Decisions on Wikipedia are made on a consensus basis, not on vote counting or majority rule. As well as WP:NOTDEMOCRACY, which I have quoted in the past. Clearly, the
consensus is not the same as most here. They may be equal elsewhere, but not on Wikipedia. No specific response required. Let's take a look: WP:NOTDEMOCRACY directly opposes your claim that a majority is necessary and sufficient to establish consensus, and WP:CONSENSUS specifically refutes your assertion that consensus can circumvent other core policies. WP:V is of course a core policy, so
even if you had a consensus on your side (you didn't; see the following item) you can't argue that you can therefore ignore WP:V. As I showed a few lines above, what you claim as a consensus – most claimed on your side – is not considered consensus here. So, yes, what you call consensus doesn't count. For that matter, you don't even have a majority, because no one else talked about it in years; Nor
did any of the others who were present before express an opinion on the simple addition of the CN badge, which is the point of discussion here. I'm afraid your two-year survey he conducted personally on one site is exactly the equivalent of not anything at all when it comes to WP:RS. No person can use the original research - and it would be quite difficult for you to argue that a survey you have done
yourself is not WP:OR - to establish validation capability. Finally: You previously mentioned that you didn't want the CN tag because it was just an invitation for someone to come and delete the controversial text. Well, yes, that's how WP works. The article would then be inaccurate, you say? Again, from WP:V: The standard for inclusion in Wikipedia is authentication, not truth. (And certainly not I think the
article would be inaccurate without it, so it has to stay at home.) If you feel so strongly about this claim being in the article, then find wp:RS that backs it up. If it's so true (and noticing) then it really should be possible to find a reference to it. Jeh (talk) 02:16, 30 January 2013 (UTC) Fray that, looks like you are repeating yourself again. You don't seem interested in the reason. - Raisio (Call) 04:53, 4 February
2013 (UTC) What do you think as the reason, however reasonable, may not circumvent the WP policy. Your position that the claim is proven is no longer supported by any possible reading of WP:V or WP:RS. Nor is your position on WP:CONSENSUS. You seem to have decided to maintain your position and ignore this key policy. Given that, I'm taking it to the dispute resolution message board. You'll have
a message on your talk page informing you of the discussion in a few minutes. I should point out that you are far from alone - a very large number of editors who come here believe it is perfectly ok to add things to WP that they know to be true. I certainly did. It took me a while to learn that it's just unacceptable here, no matter how logical the claims seem. Jeh (speak) 05:40, 4 February 2013 (UTC) Yes, I
believe I have already mentioned several times that you should indicate that the consensus is against you... You just don't look. Doron 18:36, February 5, 2013 (UTC) Explained above why the consensus is totally not against me, according to WP:CONSENSUS. My position is totally supported by WP policy and you have not offered any meaningful counter to any of these points. Not even one. 02:21, 6
February 2013 (UTC) and explained the opposite. You see, I hope, the circularity. - Reisio (speak) 00:54, 7 February 2013 (UTC) Your explanations to the contrary consist of determining that you are going to simply ignore these aspects of WP policy that disqualify your position. It remains the case that the policy is against you. Consensus here on WP is not based by a majority, and even if it were,
consensus cannot circumvent core policies like WP:V. Jeh (talk) 9:54 PM, 7 February 2013 Most versus some Would you get a wording change to something like PS/2 connectors still exist on some computers and the motherboards of the current components? I believe this claim is not sufficiently divisive that there is no need for a quote. I also ask you not to delete my insertion regarding the availability of
new PS/2 compatible keyboard mice. No, it hasn't been proven, but that's what a CNN badge is for. Jeh (speak) 02:21, 6 February 2013 (UTC) I have already twice suggested that you can only change the wording and not completely remove the text, but you seem to have ignored it. I would get a wording change to something like what I've already mentioned, but not the use of an expression present on
certain current computers, because as already determined, it's clear that most motherboards (at least separately) and not just some, have PS/2 ports. Your add-in explicitly contradicts what we've already discussed, and I'm not sure that tagged anything {{needed mention}} while simultaneously adding it isn't sophistication; Never mind that you would probably promote one claim even though you don't have
a source (and even less than you call original research) while resisting another that is contradictory. – Raisio (Call) 03:33, 6 February 2013 (UTC) Far from ignoring your proposed alternative wording, I replied twice that there is no clear WP:RS for your modified claim either. So I'd insist on a CNN badge there as well. Some still allows most as an option. That doesn't rule out Rob. Note that I'm not trying to
completely remove the text. I just want a CNN badge on it. The fact that this argument seems clear to you does not establish authentication capability when it comes to WP. All you've established is that your own two-year survey of one internet retailer that primarily serves the enthusiastic market supports the claim. But this result does not represent all computers, nor even of all motherboards sold
separately, and that or any other. This is not something that can be quoted, as it is WP:OR. And that's all cnn's brand says. Jeh (talk) 08:36, 6 February 2013 (UTC) Some still... So it might as well be the most accurate. Please note... I replied to that sentiment by discussing the DNR. You may be really pleased to repeat yourself not one but two different places, but I have better things to do with my time



(believe it or not :p). Jeh (talk) 21:54, 7 February 2013 (UTC) CN vs CN provider tags means it may mean that this claim is true, but not credible, published sources have been given to verify this and the information is not considered unknown. This is a direct quote from the template description. He goes on to say that the template should be used when there is a general question of authentication capability
of or when an editor believes that a lead that validates the declaration should be provided. That's why I insist on a CN badge for your most. You see, the CN badge doesn't mean I'm saying it's not true. That doesn't even mean I doubt it. (There is a questionable tag for this.) I'm saying it's not as obvious as the sky is blue, nor as common knowledge as the moon orbiting the Earth is, so by WP:V it should be
cited. And the survey you did two years ago, while providing sufficient motivation for the inclusion of the lawsuit, is not something we can use as a quote and not enough to remove the CN tag. If I thought you claimed most motherboards were wrong, I'd use a doubtful switch instead. The validity of the prosecution is not this dispute. The fact that he's missing a report is. Jeh (talk) 08:36, 6 February 2013
(UTC) You seem so a little bit sticky in the bureaucracy that you ignore the meaning of your words. Reliable. Posted. Validable. These words have meanings, and they were long before random Internet strains on Wikipedia wrote articles about them. The information I provided is reliable, it has been published, and is verifiable (though I can only assume you didn't take the time to verify it). I won't re-enter
how WP:V doesn't win another policy, but I'll say I don't understand why you bother to take a position no dictionary editor has had. It may not be as obvious as claiming the sky is blue, but it goes without saying, and if you don't see it, you've just ignored me all this time. My poll may not be enough for you, but it's for me. :) As far as I know, this is not your clear distinction between {{citation required}} and
{{doubtful}, But your stubborn inability to accept reality over a bureaucracy that drives you. I'm not ignoring you. I'm trying to make you see that you can't just ignore the WP policy. The nature of your claim you saw for my self is not what is driving the debate. What is relevant to inclusion in Wikipedia is whether it is validable. I'm afraid words like reliable, published and validable source do have specific
meanings in the context of WP policy. And no matter how they are used elsewhere, when writing for WP and protecting your work here, you must use the meanings of WP. Otherwise your position here may be indefensible. In particular, you write that the attacker is the only thing that matters. I'm telling you three times, W.P. policy. WP:V states that all material added to WP must be validated, depending on
WP's verifiable definition, than WP considers to be published trusted sources. Otherwise it can't be here, no matter how true it is, no matter how much it is. You know that, no matter how pleased you are with your research. It's WP:V in a nutshell. And there's no provision I can find that would allow any other policy to circumvent it. I really think you should read all of WP:V, and also, connection
authentication, not truth) for some of the rationale behind it. And then you don't have to say but, I can ignore it all, because I know that claim is true. Similarly, the criteria for trusted sources typically do not include independently published sources (such as online catalogs); See WP:RS. However! I think I found out. WP:RS allows that self-published or dubious sources may be used as sources of information
about themselves (emph. added). So a statement along the lines of at least one PS/2 port can be found on most of the component motherboards offered by one network provider, with a link of Newegg's motherboards listings, seems acceptable to me. (It's a shame that PS/2 ports aren't among their motherboard selection criteria, as they are for keyboards and mice.) A much stronger statement would be to
do that with three suppliers and say some suppliers, and leave their name to the whoops. Jeh (talk) 21:44, 7 February 2013 (UTC) PS/2 peripheral compatibility since CN does not mean I don't think this is true, adding and simultaneously tagging something like CN is not at all compatible. Adding new text to WP and adding a tag in doubt at the same time was not sophistication. But CNN and Doubtful don't
mean the same thing. About the claim itself: I can provide the best-selling claim of keyboards and mice are unable for PS/2 to charge to the exact same level of OR you provided for charging most computers have PS/2 ports... Just mine from today, not two years ago. If you search for product searches in Newegg, you'll find that PS/2-capable keyboards and mice (including only PS/2 and USB+PS/2) are in
the large minority. For keyboards, only 177 products out of a total of 810 are listed as PS/2-capable; For mice, only 27 out of 634. However, although this result supports the claim, it cannot cite, any more than your survey. That's why a CN switch is still needed. But the claim is now supported at least as well as the claim most motherboards, so can I expect you won't delete it again? If you don't, you'll be
pretty inconsistent. Jeh (speak) 08:36, 6 February 2013 (UTC) since CN... It will be amusing to see how long an editor, including {{needed mention}} with each addition to each article, continues uninterrupted. :p about the lawsuit... So please retransit this claim. See how easy it is to get a credible claim? You could even have a great location so according to your protocols, you didn't have to put it in, so I
didn't care that I removed it. Doron 01:25, 7 February 2013 (UTC) As I explained, my protocols allow such material to be added with a CN tag. My OR can establish reliability, reasonableness, likeness, etc. But no, I don't think so. Jeh (speak) 20:31, 7 February 2013 (UTC) Color code IMHO this wire color table must be completely removed. There are no standards or conventions for these things from the
kinds of places where consumer goods and cheap goods (like computer keyboards) are made. It's just confusing people come here and need that kind of information the most. The very presence of multiple combinations should be a hint that it's not really any kind of reliable information. At best, it's a collection of random anecdotes. If people want to know which color is which type, they should be instructed
to verify the pin assignments in the connector. It's the only place guaranteed to be true. Even leveraging a silk screen on the internal computer panel on the keyboard has been known to be incorrect. Rcrowley7 (speak) 20:07, 21 September 2010 (UTC) I agree. Be brave. ⇌Elektron 23:55, 30 January 2011 (UTC) PS/2 &amp; USB - Different voltages? Both use 5V DC, how can there be different voltage
through an adapter? Zac67 (speak) 7:35 PM, May 26, 2011 (UTC) on a motherboard I have next to 5v of the two connect to the same spot. The ground is the main system ground.-Tagno25 (talk) 04:41, 1 October 2011 (UTC) both use 5V for power supply (although the original IBM computer probably used 6V instead for its DIN keyboard interface), but power levels for different data lines. The PS/2 interface
uses 5V CMOS logic levels, while USB data lines operate at a much lower voltage level (however, they are also 5V safe). PS/2-USB adapters do not contain any electronics, they are passive adapters using complicated wiring that allows the keyboard to detect whether it is plugged into a PS/2 port or not. Other than that, the keyboard controller will overwrite protocols (if the keyboard firmware was
programmed to support both protocols), giving the illusion of the adapter translated between PS/2 and USB protocols. Of course, it doesn't work, if the keyboard supports USB only. The PS/2 data lines last up to 5V on the main panel, but I don't see how this might become a problem because the USB data lines are 5V safe according to the USB specifications, and the keyboard must be recorded to
withstand this voltage in the data lines. --Mathiaspol (speak) 00:32, 23 January 2012 (UTC) Thanks for clarifying, I 'ha'ing about it. It might be clearer in the article - I'll go make it :) ☭ cmn ☭ (❝❞/✍) 15:43, 8 April 2012 (UTC) Hot connection note While a hot connection is not supported and the system cannot detect the new (or even old) device, it can usually be populated by pressing the reset button,
causing the motherboard to advertise and lift the device on a hard boot. Synetech (speak) 7:03 PM, June 20, 2011 (UTC) Actually, No. (And what will be the benefit of your method, anyway, if you still need to shut down the operating system?) The problem with the PS/2 port is that it is not safe in a hot connection by design. Remove or add devices during the system On (no matter whether the operating
system is initialized or not) may physically damage the keyboard controller or the motherboard chipset. Originally, there was no protection for it, you just weren't allowed to do it (the same applies to the corresponding exit, BTW). It no longer needs to be a real problem in the latest motherboards with PS/2 ports, but originally it was - and quite a few people lost their main boards this way. Hardware
manufacturers have tried to make the PS/2 port much more fail-safe by changing circuitry over the years, but it has not yet characteristicly garanteed and the plug itself is electro-mechanical not designed for hot connection. --Mathiaspol (speak) 00:09, 23 January 2012 (UTC) It's not so much the circuitry, but the fact that PS/2 modern connectors have a ground casing 'make-first break-last', which stick to
current spikes is not grounded, which is what destroyed many mobo in the 90s. However, 99.99% of BIOSes check PS/2 status on input, and set hamsters correctly (both on the host and device sides), do not touch them again until rebooted. It's a setback from the old days. Modern PS/2 plugs can be perfectly sedied safely (from an electromechanical perspective), only many dispensers choose not to
implement it because it's a heritage port rather than worth the cost/replacement effort. ☭ cmn ☭ (❝❞/✍) 15:53, 8 April 2012 (UTC) Hmm? Last-breaking ground connections are completely standard and even expected in physical interfaces designed for hot connection. Take a look at the Tory ATA article, for example. Anyway, my understanding is that it (or rather was) the circuitry. In the original PS/2 clones
that used the same or similar chips, damage would usually happen not because the ground casing was guaranteed to make contact when nothing else did, but because there was no guarantee on the do sequence of pins. The pin lengths weren't rocking, so what he did first about connecting was a matter of fact. There was about a 50% chance that data pins would be connected before the intensity, with
the unfortunate result that the keyboard, for a moment, pull power through the data pins. The chip on the mobo can't handle it... Poof, Poof, Poof, Poof Jeh (talk) 5:43 PM, April 8, 2012 (UTC) The problem with a hot connection is not about power being drawn through data lines - as long as these have short protection not much can go wrong there (assuming the connector is not connected to the moved or
distorted). The point is, if the ground connection isn't made yet while you're connecting data lines you'll have the potential equality voltage and current current on the data pins which can easily kill circuits. Connecting electricity before anything else is not essential but a good idea (so you can get hardware boot before mating and avoid trash on the signals). Furthermore, the line protocol should be designed
so that garbage data is detected and discarded while mating. PS/2 Connector, Early Ground Is not awarded but looking at construction it is very likely. Early power contact is not close to a grant and the protocol is also not designed for a hot connection (which can be neglected for keyboard or mouse data). Zac67 (speak) 09:03, 9 April 2012 (UTC) Sorry but the problem was of power drawn through data
lines, because the chips had no short protection. And power-by-land connection, but before data lines, would address this problem, then it was much more important than simply avoiding data glitches. Jeh (talk) 06:20, 14 April 2012 (UTC) integrated-port I noticed that the new motherboards tend to be single integrated (semi-green, semi-purple) PS/2 port instead of separate. I've read conflicting information
about exactly what they're into. Some people say they make you choose a PS/2 keyboard or a PS/2 mouse and need to use USB from each other, while (more) people say you can use a PS/2 divinity (like the type used on a laptop sometimes) to connect the two devices to the dual port. Motherboard guides seem vague or even lacking in their discussion of the combined port. It would be good if someone
with a definitive answer could add it to an article. Synetech (talk) 19:03, 20 June 2011 (UTC) splitters work by connecting one device as usual and connecting the other to two spare pins (not sure who is which offhand). It will be up to individual motherboard manufacturers if they actually implement these two additional pins. So you're not going to get a definitive answer only it works/doesn't work with panel x
answerPlugwash (talk) 04:15, 16 January 2012 (UTC) Microsoft driver has a note that Windows Input Driver v.8 no longer supports PS/2, but this input and HID issue - architecture and driver support shows the opposite. — Before an unsigned comment added by Bigbes (Talk • Regrets) 10:56, 31 December 2011 (UTC) rulings I remember that legacy I/O devices take expensive IRQs. A floppy disk, a COM
port, a keyboard jack, and a mouse jack will interfere with one interrupt each. Multiple devices can be connected to one USB wing and taken only one interrupt, although they may not function so quickly, such as when using a gaming keyboard. — Before an unsigned note added by 92.26.151.41 (call) 23:23, 22 January 2012 (UTC) since the full support of PCIbus, APICs, etc., IRQs are no longer expensive
anyway. Common rulings are expected and fully supported by PCI and PCI Express. Jeh (speak) 02:47, 30 January 2013 (UTC) PS/2 Power Connector? I have from deltaco external hard disk case, and its DC connector exactly resembles PS/2, I tested it and mouse connector fits perfectly. This article has nothing to say about the use of power cables. 85.217.42.90 (Call) 17:09, 8 September 2013 (UTC)
and it should not. What you're talking about is the type of physical connector, which is a six-pin Mini-DIN connector. This article describes one such author use. Similarly we have an article about Authors, and we have articles on serial port and RS-232, but the latter two do not mention the many other ways that 9 and 25-pin D-sub connectors are used. (Don't remember - if they do, it should be fixed too.) Jeh
(speak) 17:44, 8 September 2013 (UTC) Sorry, I thought this was the main article. I didn't know PS/2 is one of many. 85.217.42.90 (Call) 00:16, 9 September 2013 (UTC) No problem at all, you have specified something that the IMO needs to be corrected by renaming this article. By the way, I also have several external HD enclosures with six-pin mini-DIN power connectors... And I have a few more with an
author who looks the same... But look close and you see there are four thick pins instead of six minutes. Much better for an electrical connector, and much rougher, but not standard. Jeh (speak) 17:04, 9 September 2013 (UTC) suggested switching to an Anent port PS/2 above, and this article is not so much about the physical connector (which, as the IP above noted, is used for other things, even in this
exact configuration, standard type 6 pins). These are the pins, protocols, and pinots that appear in the connector in this particular use. Note that the articles on serial port RS-232 are not called a serial connector or an RS-232 connector. Accordingly, I think this article will be better named PS/2 Port. I'm so suggesting. Please talk. Jeh (talk) 5:44 PM, September 8, 2013 (UTC) You can be right on it.
85.217.42.90 (Call) 00:17, 9 September 2013 (UTC) I call one of these things ps/2 port, so I am in favor of such a change. TOOGAM (speak) 5:56 PM, October 16, 2013 (UTC) agrees. Rename and also add a redirection or interpretation -- Akb4 (Call) 04:35, December 5, 2013 (UTC) Mini-DIN connector is the physical connector. The PS/2 connector is simply a Mini-DIN connector using specific signals and
procedures. So I think the terms PS/2 connector and PS/2 port are just the same synonyms, like serial connector and serial port. – Wbm1058 (talk) 14:13, 15 September 2014 (UTC) Good then, you need to be happy, as there has been redirection from PS/2 PS/2 port connector, just as there is for serial connector serial port. Jeh (speak) 22:59, 15 September 2014 (UTC) USB over ps/2? This article states
that several peripherals were shipped with a chipset smart enough to detect whether it was plugged into a ps/2 port or USB port and could have automatically switched between the two, and that such devices typically had USB connectors on them, plus a passive USB ps/2 adapter. Is the opposite true? Are there devices with an automatic detection chipset and a ps/2 plug on them and a passive connector
with a ps/2 jack and a USB plug? And also these passive connectors, or USB-plug-becomes-ps/2 plug or ps/2-plug-turns USB-plug (if they exist) into interchangeable, or is there more than one possible pinout? -- Akb4 (talk) 04:35, 5 December 2013 (UTC) USB 6-key limit I read it like a rumor constantly over the Internet and I am confused It just can't be hard at all. The USB keyboard I use myself, Microsoft
Sidewinder X4, manages to get over this mythic boundary somehow, and it's not just due to their special keyboard software because it retains its ability to detect as 15 keys at once on Linux as well. Furthermore, the source used to back up this statement is wiki link.174.45.212.205 (talk) 01:36, February 1, 2014 (UTC) Non-computer use of a PS/2 connector in the Port Availability section: The Mouse and
Keyboard Connectors of &gt; PS/2 were also used on computer systems that are incompatible with an IBM computer, it says (non-IBM) (computer-compatible computer systems), when in fact it tries to say (not compatible with an IBM computer) (computer systems). 96.50.85.160 (Call) 20:18, 8 April 2014 (UTC) WP:SOFIXIT. Since you noticed the problem, you could probably come up with a formulation
that fixes it. Jeh (speak) 20:38, 8 April 2014 (UTC) External links differed from hello to peer wikipedians, I just changed one external link on the PS/2 port. Please check my edit. If you have questions, or if you need the bot to ignore the links, or the page altogether, visit these simple FAQs for more information. I made the following changes: I //www.usb.org/developers/devclass_docs/HID1_11.pdf after you
finish reviewing my changes, you can follow the instructions in the template below to troubleshoot any problems with the URL. Y edits this editing survey and corrects errors found. If you have found URLs that were mistakenly thought dead by bot, you can report them with this tool. If you find an error in the archives or the URL themselves, you can fix them by using this tool. Cheers.—InternetArchiveBot (Bug
Report) 11:32 AM, December 5, 2017 (UTC) retrieved from
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